Alkali-Silica Reaction (ASR) is a complex chemical process that affects concrete structures and so far various mechanisms to account for the reaction at the material level have already been proposed. The present work adopts a simple mechanism, in which the reaction takes place at the micropores of concrete, with the aim of establishing a multiscale framework to analyze the ASR induced failure in the concrete. For this purpose, 3D micro-CT scans of hardened cement paste (HCP) and aggregates with a random distribution embedded in a homogenized cement paste matrix represent, respectively, the microscale and mesoscale of concrete. The analysis of the deterioration induced by ASR with the extent of the chemical reaction is initialized at the microscale of HCP. The temperature and the relative humidity influence the chemical extent. The correlation between the effective damage due to ASR and the chemical extent is obtained through a computational homogenization approach, enabling to build the bridge between microscale damage and macroscale failure. A 3D hydro-thermo-chemo-mechanical model based on a staggered method is developed at the mesoscale of concrete, which is able to reflect the deterioration at the microscale due to ASR.
1. Introduction
Concrete
Good durability to cost ratio renders concrete one of the most widely used construction materials. However, it is an extremely complex heterogeneous material with a random microstructure at different length scales. At the macroscale, it is treated as a homogeneous material. One scale lower, the mesoscale, includes a binding matrix, aggregates and pores with broad size distributions as well as interfacial zones between the aggregates and the matrix. Finally, the microscale constitutes the finest structural scale and is represented by the microstructure of hardened cement paste (HCP), which is comprised of hydration products, unhydrated residual clinker and micropores [1] . The observable or macroscale failure of the concrete caused by various environmental attacks, such as frost [2] and Alkali-Silica Reaction (ASR) [3] as well as severely mechanical loading [4] , can be explained by the variation of the underlying microstructure of the concrete. Therefore, it is desirable that a correlation between the macroscopic failure and the variation of the microstructure is established. However, the high cost of the conventional experiment in the laboratory highlights the need for an alternative approach. With the continuous improvement of computational power and the development of non-destructive evaluation techniques such as computer tomography, one can obtain the microstructure of the material at the microscale and carry out the analysis numerically.
Over the recent years, multiscale models were developed to analyze the failure in the concrete suffering from various attacks. Hain and Wriggers [2] have evaluated the damage due to frost in HCP using a finite element model that is based on the threedimensional computer-tomography scans of HCP, and the obtained effective damage was upscaled to the next scale of the concrete via a computational homogenization approach. Cusatis et al. [5] developed an equivalent macroscopic cohesive law reflecting the mesolevel failure mechanisms, where the investigation of the fracture behavior at the lower scale was carried out through a lattice-type model. A coupled macro-meso-micro model was described by Nguyen et al. [1] to link the micro-diffusive damage and the macro-crack in the concrete, by incorporating a cohesive zone model (CZM) within an iterative FE 2 approach. Eckardt and Könke [6] adopted the nonlocal damage model to present the initiation, propagation and coalescence of microcracks at the mesoscale and subsequent formation of a macroscopic crack. In addition, the adaptive domain decomposition method was used to analyze the multiscale failure in the concrete. Ghosh and Chaudhuri [7] developed a multiscale failure model for concrete, where the material far from the fracture process zone was described by the homogenized elastic model, while a nonlinear model was used in the fracture process zone. The fracture at the mesoscale was modeled by CZM in the context of an enriched partition of unity meshfree method. Idiart et al. [8] focused on the external sulfate attack on the concrete specimen at the meso-level, where zero-thickness interface elements with fracture-based constitutive laws were adopted. Moreover, the influence of discrete cracks on the transport of ions was explicitly taken into account. While these works successfully capture various features of failure mechanisms, the goal of the present work is to establish a direct link between concrete failure and the microscale driving mechanisms.
Alkali-silica reaction
ASR, discovered in the 1940s, is a long-term chemical reaction and detrimental to a concrete structure. ASR is characterized by the breakdown of the siloxane bonds (Si-O) in poorly crystallized silica of aggregates, which is attacked by the hydroxyl ions OH À from the pore solution in the HCP [3, 9, 10] . It leads to the formation of an alkali-silica gel, which swells in the presence of water and exerts pressure on the surrounding material. It induces microand, eventually, macro-cracking of the structure when the tensile strength of concrete is exceeded [3, 9, 10] . Overall, three factors are indispensable for ASR: alkali content in the pore solution, poorly crystallized silica in aggregates, moisture content.
ASR is a complex phenomenon and it is still a challenging topic from the multiscale modeling point of view due to different manifestations of ASR at the material level of the concrete. A micromechanical approach was proposed by Lemarchand et al. [9] , where the topochemical and through-solution mechanisms were accounted for. The gel was generated at sites of silica dissolution, referred to as topochemical mechanism, and the gel was produced in the porous space, referred to as through-solution mechanism. McGowan and Vivian [11] have elaborated that a solid layer was formed on the surface of the aggregate to absorb the moisture from the pore solution in HCP, and then the solid substance was transferred to the gel. Some authors [12] [13] [14] proposed that the aggregate was tightly packed with an insoluble rim, allowing the penetration of the alkaline solution, rather than the viscous alkali-silica gel. Multon et al. [15] predicted that the gel was generated inside the aggregates after alkali and hydroxyl ions diffuse into the aggregates to break the silanol bonds. Then the gel permeates through the connected porous volume between aggregates and cement paste. Therefore, the gel was maintained inside aggregates and distributed the expansive pressure to aggregates. Meanwhile, Dunant et al. and Haha et al. [16, 17] highlighted the predominant effect of the gel formation in the aggregates, leading to damage in the aggregates themselves and to subsequently damage the surrounding cement paste. Experiments by Ponce and Batic [18] indicated that the different location of the gel from mechanisms reported in [15] [16] [17] can be explained by the types of aggregates. The experiment [18] captured that cracking patterns of ASR-affected concrete rely on the mineralogical nature of the aggregates through petrographic examination with a stereobinocular and a polarizing microscope. It was also observed that aggregates such as opal and vitreous volcanic rocks result in the formation of the gel at the interface between aggregate and cement paste, thus causing the cracking in cement paste. On the other hand, mixed mineralogy aggregates formed cracks in both the aggregates and cement paste.
Review of numerical models on alkali-silica reaction
During the last decade, several numerical models have been developed to predict the ASR induced failure at different length scales of the concrete. Huang and Pietruszczak [28] established the correlation between the expansion strain due to ASR and the mechanical degradation at the macroscale of the concrete, where the expansion strain had a similar formulation with the thermal dilation strain. An advanced thermo-chemo-mechanical model was developed by Ulm et al. [3] in the framework of Biot's theory, where the concrete was conceived as a two-phase material including the expansive gel and the homogenized concrete skeleton. Moreover, the volumetric expansion of the gel was evaluated as a function of the reaction kinetics, which is influenced by the temperature. Comi et al. [31] developed the model based on [3] , where not only temperature but also relative humidity contribute to the extent of the reaction. In addition, the investigation on ASR at the macroscale of the concrete was developed by Bangert et al. [30] , where the concrete was treated as a mixture of three superimposed constituents through the theory of porous media: skeleton, pore liquid and pore gas. The model was based on converting the mass of unreacted material into the mass of the reacted material in the skeleton. Various analytical models based on empirical equations were also developed to explain ASR at the mesoscale of the concrete, see [10, 15] . For instance, Bažant and Steffens [10] proposed that the chemical reaction kinetics was related to the diffusion process of the reactants, leading to the subsequent fracture in the characteristic unit cell of the concrete modeled with one spherical glass particle. Detailed numerical models at the mesoscale were limited. Comby-Peyrot et al. [37] introduced a three-dimensional mesoscopic model, where aggregates are randomly distributed in the cement matrix. The damage in the cement matrix was caused by the isotropic dilatation phenomenon in the reactive aggregates induced by ASR. Dunant and Scrivener [16, 34] proposed a 2D finite element/extended finite element framework to qualitatively depict the ASR induced deterioration at the mesoscale of the concrete. The growing gel pockets defined in the aggregates trigger the damage to them, where the geometry of gel swelling is represented by updating the enrichment function. Alnaggar et al. [38] adopted the framework of the Lattice Discrete Particle Model (LDPM) to capture the ASR induced crack patterns at the mesoscale of the concrete. The expansion of the gel occurs at the level of each individual aggregate particle. Due to lack of reliable microscale models and representations, no results were contributed at the microscale of the concrete with the application to ASR. The general review of numerical models on ASR is listed in Table 1 . For an overview of ASR with detailed references, see [17, 39] .
Scope of the present work
ASR is a complex chemical reaction and its mechanisms at the material level are still in dispute. Some numerical models concerning ASR have already been successfully set up at the macro-and meso-scale of the concrete. The objective of the present work is to establish a multiscale computational framework for predicting ASR induced damage where, for the first time to the best knowledge of the authors'. The analysis on ASR is carried out at the microscale of the concrete and the ASR induced deterioration is upscaled to the mesoscale. The general scope of the study is as follows:
to investigate the contribution of the chemical extent of ASR to the expansion strain of the gel at the micropore and the resulting deterioration of HCP, to obtain the correlation between the effective mesoscale damage due to ASR and the chemical extent through computational homogenization, to carry out hydro-thermo-chemo-mechanical coupling based on a staggered method at the mesoscale, where transient temperature and relative humidity are employed, thereby establishing a multiscale and multiphysics model to predict the failure due to ASR.
The structure of the paper is as follows. Section 2 will introduce the chemical mechanism of ASR as well as establish the chemical extent as a function of the temperature and the relative humidity. The representation of HCP and the constitutive equations of its components are explained in Section 3, where computational homogenization approach will be highlighted, building the link between the microscale and the macroscale. Section 4 will discuss details of generating the mesoscale representation of concrete. A two-step homogenization approach will be introduced to seek the expansion coefficient of the gel at the microscale in Section 5. Section 6 will present the hydro-thermo-chemo-mechanical framework based on a staggered method at the mesoscale. The last section concludes with a brief summary and an outlook.
Kinetics of alkali-silica reaction
ASR can be specifically modeled as a two-stage process, involving the dissolution of the silica and the swelling of the gel. The work [40] proposed that the dissolution stage can be described by a first-order kinetic law, which was widely adopted -see [3, 29, 31, 41] . In addition, Larive [41] verified the dependence of the chemical reaction kinetics on the temperature and the relative humidity.
Chemical reaction kinetics
The aforementioned first-order kinetic law can be expressed through
where t is the time,t is the intrinsic time of the reaction and n 2 ½0; 1 is the chemical extent, measuring the progression of the reaction: n ¼ 0 is the beginning and n ¼ 1 is the end. In view of the macroscopic experiment, n is defined by the ratio between the current expansion strain and the terminal one of the concrete specimen. The explicit equation oft is proposed in [41] t ¼ s ch where T is the temperature, T ¼ 38 C is the reference temperature and, U lat and U th are the Arrhenius activation energies (U ch ¼ 5400 AE 500 K and U lat ¼ 9400 AE 500 K [3] ). The explicit equation of the chemical extent n only considering isothermal case is obtained by taking the integral of Eq. (2.1):
nðt; TÞ ¼ 1 À exp½Àt=s ch ðTÞ 1 þ exp½Àt=s ch ðTÞ þ s lat ðTÞ=s ch ðTÞ ð2:5Þ
In Fig. 1 , the S-shaped curve illustrates the chemical extent under constant temperature T ¼ 25 C with respect to days, where the regions and physical meanings of the latency time and the characteristic time are indicated. Overall, the S-shaped curve represents three stages of ASR [9] : initiation, reaction, and exhaustion.
Influence of temperature on chemical extent
It is well understood that ASR is activated by the temperature, according to either the Arrhenius law or the experiment from La- Table 1 General review of numerical models of ASR.
Length scale

Multiphysics
References General description
Macroscale Mechanical [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] Extensive work has been carried out to identify the expansion strain as a function of the stress tensor Macroscale Chemo-mechanical [24] [25] [26] 15, 27] A nonlinear relation between the expansion strain of concrete and the chemical extent was adopted to construct a model at the structural level Macroscale Hydro-thermochemo-mechanical [3, [28] [29] [30] [31] [32] Temperature and relative humidity contributed to the chemical extent of ASR and the expansion strain, leading to the failure of the concrete structure Mesoscale Chemo-mechanical [16, [33] [34] [35] [36] [37] Randomly distributed aggregates were embedded in the matrix to represent the mesoscale of the concrete. The formation and expansion of ASR gel are described at the level of each individual aggregate. The influences of aggregates on the expansion strain and the subsequent damage in the concrete were taken into account Microscale Hydro-thermochemo-mechanical
Current work
It initializes the analysis of ASR at the microscale of HCP and investigates the correlation between damage due to ASR and chemical extent. The extent is influenced by the temperature and relative humidity. The ASR induced damage at the microscale is upscaled to the mesoscale via computational homogenization towards observable failure rive [41] , so that the higher the temperature, the faster the reaction is. Studies associated with the influence of the temperature on the chemical extent n and the subsequent deterioration in the concrete have been reported in the literature, see [3, 29] . Clearly, the chemical extent n as an irreversible internal variable can be calculated based on various temperature history inputs. Fig. 2 present examples of temperature variations with time and the calculated chemical extent.
Influence of relative humidity on chemical extent
The influence of the relative humidity on ASR is another significant concern [42, 43] . Here, there are two main functions of water: transport medium of the ionic species, reactant in the swelling of the amorphous gel.
Kurihara and Katawaki [42] and Tomosawa et al. [44] have indicated that ASR can be inhibited if the relative humidity in the concrete is below a certain threshold. Nilsson [43] explained that there is no ASR induced degradation when the relative humidity drops below 0:8. Ludwig [45] stated that the threshold quantity of the relative humidity to initialize ASR is between 0:8 and 0:85 under a constant temperature of 20 C. Different threshold values found in the literature can be explained by different experimental conditions and mixtures of the concrete. The experimental data from [41] introduced the dependence of the latency time and the characteristic time on the relative humidity, see Fig. 3 , where the threshold value of relative humidity to activate the reaction is around 0.6. This observation is adopted in this contribution. The work of Larive [41] provided the experimental data of the latency time and the characteristic time with respect to saturation degree. Due to mechanisms of molecular absorption/desorption, capillary condensation, surface tension and disjoining pressure, a nonlinear relationship results between the saturation degree and the relative humidity, which is complexly affected by the temperature, see [46] . In this work, the effects of absorption and desorption are not taken into account, accordingly, saturation degree is ideally replaced by relative humidity. The discrete sampling data with respect to relative humidity from [41] can be approximated by the continuous curves through
Sð1ÀSÞ
where S is the relative humidity and lower indicates i ¼ ðch; latÞ describe the latency time and the characteristic time, respectively. In addition, 0 and 1 in the dependence of s i represent the beginning and the end of the chemical reaction. The dependence of the chemical extent on the moisture content assumed in Eq. (2.6) was first proposed in [31] . The coefficients of the approximations are listed in Table 2 and the corresponding curves are provided in Fig. 3 . The approximate curves in Fig. 3 can be transferred into the expression of the chemical extent n in Eq. (2.5), so that the effect of the relative humidity on ASR can be incorporated into the present framework. In order to capture the irreversible characteristics of ASR while taking into account the effect of relative humidity, Eq. (2.5) and (2.6) are utilized to calculate the chemical extent n, where relative humidity contributes to the latency time and the characteristic time through Eq. (2.6). Subsequently, the obtained time quantities are adopted to calculate the chemical extent n through Eq. (2.5). Examples of relative humidity histories with respect to days and the corresponding results for the chemical extent n are illustrated Fig. 4 . The influences of the temperature and the 3 . Experimental data from [41] and their approximations to take into account the effect of the relative humidity on the latency time and the characteristic time. Table 2 The coefficients of the approximations to take into account the effect of the relative humidity on the latency time and the characteristic time. This establishes the basis of the hydro-chemo-thermal coupling in the present work.
Fundamentals and assumptions
In the laboratory, the reaction is often accelerated by enforcing high temperature and large relative humidity, yet is still relatively slow. In Section 2.1, the obtained S-shape curve originating from Eq. (2.5) captures two important stages of ASR: the initiation and the development period [9, 45] . The influences of the temperature and the relative humidity on the chemical extent are analyzed in Section 2.2 and 2.3. It is noted that the observation that higher temperature and larger relative humidity cause larger expansion strain of the concrete specimen induced by ASR can be found in [9, 45] , but this issue is not taken into account in this work. Previous work on the mechanisms of ASR was presented in Section 1.3. It is recalled that the ASR mechanism is not fully resolved. The objective of the present work is to initiate the investigation of the deterioration due to ASR at the microscale of HCP, and then to build the link between the microscale and the mesoscale of the concrete. Before moving further, some significant assumptions and simplifications need to be addressed:
Despite the presence of several proposes regarding ASR are according to the experimental observation, the present work concentrates on the through-solution mechanism [9] : gels are produced in micropores of HCP, and they exert pressure uniformly on the surrounding material. Gel rapidly fills up the micropore of HCP once ASR starts, yet exerting no pressure on the surrounding material at the beginning. In other words, the transition from the dissolution stage to the swelling stage is not modeled. The expansion strain of the gel at the microscale is defined by the product of the expansion coefficient of the gel and chemical extent n. In addition, the expansion coefficient of the gel is assumed to remain permanent during the chemical reaction: it is independent of the temperature, relative humidity, time and position. The expansion induced by ASR at the micro and macroscale is assumed to be isotropic. The influences of reactivity types and size of aggregates are not taken into account [16, 17] . Scalar multiscale variables are typically projected as constants from the upper to the lower scales [47, 48] . Complying with this observation, temperature and humidity mediated chemical extent variable is projected uniformly into the micropores of representative volume element (RVE) at the microscale of HCP. Hence, the analysis of the microscale does not require a full numerical coupling among all fields. Based on these, a coupled hydro-thermo-chemo-mechanical simulation framework for the mesoscale of concrete will be developed in the remaining sections. For this purpose, each scale of concrete is treated next in an interactive fashion.
Microscale of concrete
Representation of hardened cement paste
HCP as the microscale of the concrete is comprised of the hydration product, the unhydrated residual klinker and micropores. Computer Tomography (CT) is a non-destructive evaluation technique for producing 3D images of a specimen through X-ray, enabling to obtain the microstructure of the material and subsequently analyze the mechanical behavior in a numerical manner. In this work, a cement specimen with a length of 1750 lm was used to obtain the microstructural geometry of HCP through three-dimensional micro-CT scans with a resolution of 1 lm per voxel dimension. Due to this underlying voxel data structure, the natural element to use within the finite element method to discretize the microstructure is an 8-node brick where each element is assigned to a single material phase. This choice allows a straightforward transition from the micro-CT scan data to the numerical analysis stage and is realized based on earlier work [2, 46] . Three-and two-dimensional representations of HCP are displayed in Fig. 6 , where the pale green parts are hydration products, the blue parts are the micropores and orange parts are the unhydrated residual clicker. The volume fraction of the hydration products is 84%, the one of micropores is 14% and the one of the unhydrated portion is 2%. Obviously, hydration products have the dominant volume fraction in HCP, although the micropore phase with a lower volume fraction plays a significant role in the performance of HCP.
Constitutive equation of components in HCP
Among other continuum damage models which can depict the failure of HCP, the simplified constitutive model developed by Hain and Wriggers [2, 49] is employed in this work where damage was constrained to the hydration products because of its high volume fraction in the HCP. Within this simplified model, the mechanical strain u is comprised of an elastic el and a crack
The stress r is split into the volumetric and deviatoric parts in a classical manner
where C vol 2 ½0; 1 and C iso 2 ½0; 1 control the remaining stiffness of the volumetric and the deviatoric parts. j h is the bulk modulus of the hydration product and l is the Lamé constant. klinker is assumed to behave elastically. The undamaged mechanical properties of the hydration product and the unhydrated residual klinker in HCP are listed in Table 3 .
Gel in micropore of HCP
The deterioration of concrete resulting from ASR is induced by the expansion of the gel. Hence, the mechanical properties of the gel play a central role. The gel has a complex structure that depends on the composition of HCP and on the types of the aggregates. Moreover, due to its unstable chemical characteristics, the experimental determination of the gel properties is challenging. The observation that the gel is chemically similar to calciumsilicate-hydrate (C-S-H) enables it to be conceived as a nearly incompressible material with a Poisson's ratio of 0.49997, see [34] .
Standard finite elements cannot appropriately handle incompressibility due to volumetric locking. Higher-order interpolations may suffer less from this problem, but the displacement solution is still of low order accuracy [52] [53] [54] . In this work, the classical Q1P0 method is employed where the displacement and pressure are the primary unknowns. The hydrostatic pressure induced by the expansion of the gel in the micropores (see Fig. 7 ) is expressed through P :¼ j g ðtr À AÞ ¼ j g tr À j g bn
ð3:3Þ
where A ¼ bn denotes the expansion strain of the gel, b presents the expansion coefficient of the gel, n is the chemical extent and j g is the bulk modulus of the gel. As assumed before, the expansion strain of the gel A is proportional to the chemical extent n. The mechanical properties of the gel are listed in Table 3 . Although b is still unknown, an example with b ¼ 0:002 is tested, in order to Fig. 6 . Three-and two-dimensional representations of HCP extracted from a micro-CT scan. 25,000 [51] capture the distribution and evolution of the damage in HCP with the extent of ASR, see Fig. 8 . It is observed that the damage concentrates in the hydration products in the vicinity of the micropores since it is triggered by the expansion of the gel in a micropore.
Homogenization approach to link microscale and mesoscale
The fundamental methodology of homogenization is to characterize the effective response of the heterogeneous material by approximately identifying and testing an RVE [55] . The choice of the RVE determines the accuracy and the efficiency of computational homogenization. An RVE size of 64 Â 64 Â 64 lm 3 has already been verified to be satisfactory, see [2, 50] . Based on an RVE, in the elastic regime, the effective response is then quantified by the elasticity tensor C eff hri ¼ C eff : hi ð 3:4Þ
where the volume average of a quantity hi is defined by hi ¼ 1 jXj
with X as the analysis volume.
Boundary conditions (BCs) prescribed on an RVE are chosen to satisfy Hill's criterion, typically of the linear displacement, uniform traction or periodic type. Due to the presence of different materials on the surface of the sample, pure traction and periodic type BCs may cause locally overly deformed meshes in the computation. Displacement BCs are favorable in this sense, although they can result in the overestimation of the macroscopic property for a given microstructural sample. The combination of the displacement BCs and the window method can overcome the aforementioned problem, essentially by emulating periodic BCs and hence delivering faster convergence to the effective response with increasing sample size during the RVE identification process -see [56] for details. In the context of the window method, the RVE is embedded in a homogeneous medium with a certain thickness, see Fig. 9 , and an initial choice for its property is made. Linear displacement BCs are directly prescribed on the window. One then obtains a new effective property of the RVE, which is assigned to the window in a new iteration step. These iterations are repeated until the change of the effective property from one step to the next one is sufficiently small, thereby satisfying the condition of self-consistency. The window width of 4 lm is adopted, see [50] . Principle stresses in an RVE with and without the window frame are shown, respectively, in Fig. 10 .
Once the size of the RVE and the width of the window are determined, computational homogenization is carried out to obtain the effective chemical damage D c . It is determined through the volume average of the isotropic damage variable defined in Section 3.2, which is triggered by the expansion of the gel. It is computed by imposing a zero average strain on the framed sample. The expansion coefficient of the gel at the microscale is still unknown, so that some reasonable values are tested to demonstrate the effective damage with respect to days, see Fig. 11 , where the adopted correlation between chemical extent and days originates from Fig. 1 . Note that the accumulated plastic strain in the RVE due to gel expansion is much smaller than the total strain, see Fig. 11 . Accordingly, it is reasonable to assume that the microscale plasticity mechanisms do not significantly affect the mesoscale mechanical damage. This conclusion is expected since the chemical damage is predominantly due to gel expansion, which induces mostly volumetric strain and stress throughout the HCP. Fig. 12 display a comparison of the average volumetric and deviatoric stresses in Fig. 9 . Two-and three-dimensional representations of an HCP sample from a micro-CT scan, with 64 voxels per direction, embedded in a window. the microstructure under strain-free BCs as well as a comparison of the average volumetric and deviatoric strains under stress-free BCs. The deviatoric portions are responsible for plasticity and they are seen to be much smaller than the volumetric ones. With the ability to upscale the ASR induced damage, the overall homogenized mesoscale response is sought next.
Mesoscale of concrete
Concrete at the mesoscale includes a binding matrix, aggregates and pores with a broad size distribution in addition to an interfacial zone between the aggregates and the matrix, an aspect that is omitted in the present study. The size, type, random distribution and physical property of the aggregates determine the performance of the concrete structure.
Representation of mesoscale
Several approaches exist for generating a realistic distribution of aggregates within the homogenized HCP matrix, such as the take-and-place and divide-and-place methods, see [57, 58] for examples. In the present work, the take-and-place method is employed to generate the three-dimensional geometrical representation of concrete at the mesoscale. The size of the aggregates is obtained from the Fuller curve which is a certain aggregate size distribution yielding the optimal density and resembles the original concrete itself [59] , where fine aggregates are not taken into account in this work [59] . A sample distribution with the size of 100 Â 100 Â 100 mm 3 is shown in Fig. 13 , where the volume fraction of the aggregates is 40%. The resulting mesostructure is discretized by tetrahedral elements so that the mesh boundaries are coincident with the material interfaces, see Fig. 13 .
Effective inelastic constitutive equation
Aggregates are assumed to be elastic in the present work. A visco-plastic model of the classical Perzyna-type combined with an isotropic damage, where symmetric damage surface is defined for tension and compression behaviors as a simplified case, is employed to represent the homogenized response of HCP. In order to capture the experimentally nonlinear behavior of concrete, the damage behavior is modeled through a damage surface N Nð el Þ : 4241; 718 reported in [2] captured the homogenized mechanical response of HCP sufficiently accurately.
Two-step homogenization framework for parameter identification
The chemically unstable characteristics of the gel poses challenges in experimentally measuring its mechanical properties. Alternatively, FE 2 -based homogenization can be utilized blackto obtain parameters at the microscale which are not easily measured through experiment, see [60] for a recent example. In the context of FE 2 , a coupled micro-macro simulation is carried out without the need for formulating an explicit homogenized formulation. If the resulting macroscopic mechanical behavior of the structure coincides with the experimental data, the parameters chosen at the microscale are deemed satisfactory [60, 48] . In the present study, this method is not applicable due to its prohibitive computational cost. Instead, a two-step homogenization procedure is applied in a reverse manner based on the explicit homogenized mechanical response of HCP, with the goal of obtaining the expansion coefficient of the gel at the microscale, see Fig. 14.
First step homogenization: HCP expansion strain determination
Experimentally, it is observed that the dimensions of a concrete specimen suffering from ASR increase due to the swelling of the constituents [61] . The ASR induced volumetric expansion strain of the concrete specimen under stress-free conditions with respect to days is illustrated in Figs. 14 and 15 . The hypothesis of the swell- ing mechanism in ASR employed in this work is that all gels are evenly produced and swell at the micropores of HCP. Consequently, the ASR induced expansion occurs in the HCP matrix of the mesoscale, rather than in the aggregates, thereby contributing to the macroscopic expansion of the concrete. In the context of numerical implementation, an additional term for the expansion strain due to ASR is incorporated into the inelastic constitutive equation of HCP described in Section 4.2, thus presenting that the concrete is suffering from ASR internally:
where M denotes the ASR induced expansion strain in the HCP. The objective of the first step homogenization is to determine the value of M, so that the effective volumetric expansion strain of the concrete through computational homogenization approach only triggered by the expansion mechanism of ASR can coincide with the experimental data in Fig. 15 . This is the classical way to determine parameters, which cannot be directly measured through experiment. The experiment from Fig. 15 was carried out under stress-free conditions. Presently, the stress-free state is generated through strain-control to prescribe BCs for homogenization. The hypothesis that the gel retains permanent characteristics throughout the process renders it feasible to only concentrate on fitting the final expansion strain as a simplified case, see the red line in Fig. 15 , where the chemical extent n is considered to be 1. The constant strain tensor H defined by final volumetric expansion strain in Fig. 15 is applied to impose displacement BCs for homogenization through u ¼ H Á x on @X [55] , where x is the coordinates of nodes on @X. M is sought, until the hydrostatic stress of the concrete equals to zero at the end of the reaction. This method is also adopted in the second step of homogenization.
Second step homogenization: gel expansion coefficient determination
The second step of homogenization is to downscale to the microscale of HCP for determining the expansion coefficient of the gel. In this work, it is assumed that the swelling of the gel occurs at the micropores of HCP, which results in the expansion of the HCP matrix and therefore of the concrete. The expansion strain of the gel is modeled as proportional to the chemical extent Table 4 Algorithm of two-step homogenization to obtain the expansion coefficient of the gel at the microscale. n : A ¼ bn, where A is the expansion strain of the gel, and b is the microscale expansion coefficient of the gel, independent of time according to earlier assumptions. The homogenization procedure explained in Section 5.1 is applied on the RVE of HCP with a window frame, where the M obtained from the first step homogenization prescribes displacement BCs for homogenization, thus inducing stress-free conditions. This step also concentrates on the end of the reaction, where the chemical extent is equal to 1. b ¼ 0:0025 is found to deliver negligible hydrostatic stress at the end of the reaction. Performing stress-free BCs through strain-control BCs for homogenization at the micro and mesoscale keeps the consistency in comparison to the expansion experiment implemented under stress-free BCs in Fig. 15 . The deterioration due to ASR from the microscale is not taken into account at the first step homogenization, see Eq. (5.1). However, it possibly affects the mechanical property and the subsequent expansion behavior of the concrete specimen. Its effect is investigated as follows. The obtained expansion coefficient b is adopted to calculate the effective damage of HCP due to ASR through homogenization approach with respect to extent, where strain-free BCs are prescribed. The chemical effective damage is then incorporated into the inelastic constitutive equation of HCP to run the first step of homogenization again. The next task is to evaluate whether the change of the old M and the new M can be neglected. If not, it is necessary to carry out the second step of homogenization with the new M again. Iterations are carried out until the change of M from one step to the next step is small enough. The algorithm is summarized in Table 4 .
Statistical analysis associated with homogenization
The approximate RVE used in previous computations is only a randomly chosen sample from a much larger micro-CT scan of HCP. Hence, it is indispensable to carry out statistical tests to address the effect of randomness. For this purpose, 30 randomly obtained RVEs from a micro-CT scan are tested. The resulting effective damage due to the expansion of the gel with respect to days and chemical extent are shown in Fig. 16 , respectively. The corresponding mean value and standard deviation of the effective damage are calculated as functions of the chemical extent, see red points in Fig. 17, via The coefficients of approximation are listed in Table 5 . This correlation between effective damage due to ASR and chemical extent can be directly upscaled to HCP at the mesoscale of the concrete. Since the chemical extent has been projected as a constant to the RVE, hydro-thermo-chemical coupling does not manifest itself at this scale. In order to reflect the observations that ASR is activated when the threshold of relative humidity is achieved, see Section 2.3, and that ASR induced damage occurs at the mesoscale after the chemical extent reaches to 0.3, see Fig. 17 , full coupling needs to be addressed at the mesoscale. This is the goal of the following section.
Numerical coupling at mesoscale
It is experimentally observed that the progress of ASR relies on the temperature and the relative humidity [41] . The associated influences have individually been discussed in Section 2.2 and 2.3. In this section, the mesoscopic local values of the transient temperature and relative humidity are obtained through the solution of the instationary thermal conduction and diffusion equations. Together, they locally determine the deterioration due to ASR at the microscale, based on the formulation obtained in the previous section.
The instationary diffusion equation states
where J ¼ ÀdrS from Fick's law is the diffusion flux, S is the relative humidity and d is the diffusivity. The diffusivity of components at the mesoscale are listed in Table 6 . On the other hand, the instationary thermal conduction is described by
where q is the density, c is the heat capacity, q ¼ ÀKrh from the Fourier law is the thermal flux, h is the temperature, and K is the thermal conductivity. The thermal properties of the components at the mesoscale are described in Table 7 .
In order to solve the coupled problem, a staggered approach is adopted, see [66, 67] . Staggering usually has the disadvantage of a small time step restriction in view of its explicit nature. However, it has a significantly simpler algorithmic structure compared to an implicit scheme due to the sequential solution of the coupled system of field equations. Once the transient temperature and relative humidity are obtained through instationary thermal conduction and diffusion equations at the mesoscale of the concrete, the chemical extent n at the material point of mesoscale can be updated. The obtained chemical extent can directly determine the damage induced by ASR at the microscale through the correlation between effective damage of HCP and chemical extent. In other words, staggering is employed at the mesoscale of the concrete to solve the coupled problem, yet it upscales the chemical damage quantity from the microscale during the process. Supposing that the equilibrium states for diffusion, conduction and mechanical problems have been obtained at time t n , the procedure for obtaining the solutions at time t nþ1 ¼ t n þ dt is described in Table 8 .
Two simple examples are tested in this section. The first example enforces the varying temperature and relative humidity BCs with respect to time on the top surface of the mesoscale representation of the concrete, see curve b in Fig. 2 and curve b in Fig. 3 . The multiscale simulation results predict the deterioration due to ASR as shown in Fig. 18 . In the second example, constant relative humidity 1.0 and temperature 20 C are prescribed on the top surface of the mesoscale representation of the concrete. One can obtain the evolution of chemical extent and resulting damage in Fig. 19 .
Two examples present that ASR is a relative show reaction and it only occurs in HCP. The evolution of the ASR induced damage follows the extent of reaction. In other words, the chemical extent of ASR determines in which region damage occurs more easily in the concrete. Since the initial temperature and relative humidity are not taken into account in the concrete, temperature and relative humidity mediated chemical extent evolves from upper to lower surface of the concrete. Different evolution performances of chemical extent and induced damage as shown in Fig. 18 and 19 can be explained by the contributions of constant and varying temperature and relative humidity, see Sections 2.2 and 2.3.
Conclusion
Problems associated with the Alkali-Silica Reaction (ASR) in concrete structures usually arise several years after construction. The objective of the present work was to establish a multiscale model to predict the deterioration due to ASR in concrete with the goal of accelerating the prediction of the extent of damage in comparison to experimental procedures. The calculations were based on 3D micro-CT scans of the microscale hardened cement paste (HCP) and randomly generated mesoscale aggregate distributions at one higher scale. Starting from the assumption that the gels are evenly produced in the micropores of HCP and exert uniform pressure on the surrounding material, the expansion coefficient of the gel at the microscale was obtained through a twostep homogenization approach. Based on a correlation between the effective damage and the chemical extent, the simulation of ASR induced deterioration at the mesoscale was carried out through a coupled hydro-thermo-chemo-mechanical framework in a staggered setting.
The present work concentrated on the establishment of a multiscale framework to predict the failure induced by ASR at the lower scale. Since ASR is an extremely complex reaction in concrete and only one of various possible mechanisms has been adopted in this work, the multiscale model is limited in its ability to comprehensively predict the failure caused by ASR. For this reason, a comparison between the numerical simulations and experimental data has not been attempted. However, the authors are planning to model the localization of the ASR induced failure at the interfacial zone between the aggregates and HCP, as well as the crack through aggregates, in order to improve the reliability of the advocated framework to analyze ASR [15, 68] . Additionally, the symmetric damage surface employed in this work cannot correctly describe the different behavior of HCP in tension/compression. The implementation of improved models is planned as future work Com3. Nevertheless, despite its present lack of predictive capability, the possibility to extend this multiscale approach towards additional ASR mechanisms, as well as to other closely related phenomena such as Delayed Ettringite Formation (DEF) [69] or Alkali-Carbonate Reaction (ACR) [70] , highlights its significance.
